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Bounce Back! provides practical strategies to 
improve student wellbeing and help students 
(and teachers) cope with the complexity of their 
everyday lives. It teaches them how to ‘bounce 
back’ when they experience sadness, difficulties, 
frustrations and challenging times. Bounce 
Back! is an evidence-informed program built on 
Positive Psychology, Cognitive Behaviour Therapy 
and Social and Emotional learning principles. 

There are ten Curriculum Units in each level 
that help students to:

●● develop positive and pro-social values, 
including those related to ethical and 
intercultural understanding

●● develop self-awareness, social awareness and 
social skills for building positive relationships

●● develop self-management strategies for coping 
and bouncing back

●● find courage in everyday life as well as in 
difficult circumstances

●● think optimistically and look on the bright side

●● boost positive emotions and manage  
negative emotions

●● develop skills for countering bullying

●● use humour as a coping tool

●● develop strengths, skills and attitudes for  
being successful.

The Bounce Back! program:

●● is a single but multi-component program that 
communicates consistent messages to the 
whole school community, including families

●● uses the four SAFE elements of effective 
programming (sequenced, active, focused, 
explicit) recommended by the Collaborative  
for Academic, Social and Emotional  
Learning (CASEL)

●● takes a whole-school approach to build a 
positive school climate and embed the program 
into the curriculum and general life of the 
classroom and school

●● is a universal program taught to all children

●● is integrated with academic learning to 
encourage application of skills in context

●● is long-term and multi-year to develop deep 
understanding and application of the concepts 
and skills

●● uses evidence-informed teaching strategies, 
such as cooperative learning, thinking tools, 
Circle Time, high quality educational games 
and peer support

●● is designed to be integrated with other 
curriculum areas, such as English through 
the use of quality children’s literature 
and multimodal resources, Health and 
Physical Education, The Arts and other 
curriculum areas

●● incorporates a range of assessment tools for 
measuring aspects of wellbeing and resilience.

The program consists of:

●● Bounce Back! Years F–2: Handbook and 
Curriculum Units 

●● Bounce Back! Years 3–4: Handbook and 
Curriculum Units 

●● Bounce Back! Years 5–6: Handbook and 
Curriculum Units

Bounce Back! is recommended by KidsMatter.

Resources available in the Bounce Back! 
eBooks include:

●● Tools for measuring aspects of wellbeing  
and resilience

●● Elasticity, an extra Science and Maths 
Curriculum Unit

●● Curriculum correlation charts

●● Scope and sequence charts

●● Suggestions on how to find resources

●● Index of resources

●● Resources list for each Curriculum Unit

●● Blackline Masters (BLMs) for each 
Curriculum Unit

●● Digital teaching tools and interactive games 
and activities for each Curriculum Unit

●● Information for families

The digital resources are identified by the 
following icons:

eBook

 – PDF resources

eBook

 – interactive resources

About Bounce Back!

About Bounce Back!
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Six chapters explore the most 
recent evidence-based research 
supporting Bounce Back! 
including linkages to CASEL 
(Collaborative for Academic, Social, 
and Emotional Learning) and the 
Australian Curriculum, as well as 
suggestions for differentiation and 
program implementation.

Each level begins with an 
introductory unit containing:

●● evidence-informed teaching 
strategies, such as Circle Time

●● literature and key message 
prompts

●● classroom resources.

Curriculum Units

Handbook

5Chapter 1 What is the Bounce Back! program?

Bounce Back! is a multi-component program 
that focuses on building safe and supportive 
school communities as well as teaching the 
social, emotional and cognitive skills and 
understandings to help all children to thrive. 
The 10 Bounce Back! Curriculum Units are: 
Core values, Social values, People bouncing back, 
Courage, Looking on the bright side, Emotions, 
Relationships, Humour, Being safe and Success.

●✦ The four SAFE elements of 
effective programming 

Bounce Back! incorporates the four multi-
strategic SAFE elements of effective SEL 
programming as recommended by CASEL18,23. 

●● Sequenced: Bounce Back! is a sequenced 
program that connects and coordinates 
activities to foster SEL skills development from 
Foundation to Year 6.

●● Active: Bounce Back! uses a range of active 
forms of learning to help students master new 
skills and attitudes. These include, for example, 
cooperative learning groups, educational 
games, Circle Time, the use of cooperative 

thinking tools, drama and the use of quality 
literature with literacy discussion prompts. 
These teaching strategies build positive peer 
relationships and actively engage students 
in learning and applying the key social and 
emotional skills, and messages.

●● Focused: The key messages beginning each 
Bounce Back! unit focus teacher and student 
attention on the important personal and social 
skills and understandings in that unit.

●● Explicit: Bounce Back! explicitly teaches 
specific social and emotional skills and 
critical, creative and ethical thinking skills. 
For example, Unit 7: Relationships includes 
‘dos and don’ts’ lists of social skills and 
many activities, which provide additional 
opportunities for students to practise 
these skills.

These SAFE strategies have been found to be 
significantly more effective than just an ‘explain 
and hope’ model of teaching skills18,24,25. See the 
table below for an outline of the Bounce Back! 
units mapped according to the five CASEL  
SEL competencies. 

The correlation between CASEL’s Framework for Systemic Social and Emotional Learning and Bounce Back! 
Curriculum Units. 

CASEL: Social and Emotional 
Core Competencies

Knowledge, skills and 
behaviours

Bounce Back!  
Curriculum Units

Self-awareness 

The ability to accurately recognise 
your own emotions, thoughts and 
values and understand how they 
influence behaviour. 

The ability to accurately assess 
one’s strengths and limitations 
with a well-grounded sense of 
confidence, optimism and a 
‘growth mindset’.

Identifying and regulating own 
emotions and thoughts; skills for 
self-reflection

Unit 6: Emotions

Recognising own strengths and 
limitations; growth mindset; 
meaning and purpose

Unit 10: Success

Well-grounded self confidence Unit 5: Looking on the bright side; 
Unit 6: Emotions; 
Unit 10: Success

Optimistic thinking Unit 3: People bouncing back;  
Unit 5: Looking on the bright side

Self-management 

The ability to successfully 
regulate one’s emotions, thoughts 
and behaviours in different 
situations – effectively managing 
stress, controlling impulses and 
motivating oneself. 

The ability to set and work towards 
personal and academic goals.

Coping resiliently; using helpful 
and rational thinking; normalising

Unit 3: People bouncing back;  
Unit 5: Looking on the bright side

Controlling impulses; courage Unit 6: Emotions; Unit 4: Courage 

Using humour appropriately Unit 8: Humour

Self-motivation; self-discipline
goal-setting; grit

Unit 10: Success

(Continued)

81

Teaching strategies and 
resources

Circle Time

What is Circle Time?
Circle Time is a planned and structured framework for whole-class discussion. The class sits in a circle so 
students can see and hear each other, and everyone is included in the Circle Time activities and discussion. 
Being in a circle means the group is more engaged and distractions are less likely. Everyone has the opportunity 
to speak and be listened to. Circle Time works best on chairs, although some teachers have younger students 
sitting on the floor. Circle Time is used in every Bounce Back! Curriculum Unit. It builds classroom 
community, positive relationships and teaches Social and Emotional Learning (SEL) skills.

What happens in Circle Time?
A typical Circle Time discussion in Bounce Back! follows this format:

●● a reminder of the Circle Time rules (see section below)

●● a reminder about the talking prompt that you are using (see page 82) – only the student who has the 
prompt can speak

●● an introductory game (optional), energiser or simulation

●● an activity that introduces the topic for Circle Time (often reading a relevant book)

●● a whole-class discussion, with students participating in a variety of ways, for example:

 - every student may be invited to speak

 - selected students may be invited to speak

 - students may be asked to volunteer to make a comment or answer a question

 - students may be asked to discuss in pairs or threes and then one person in each pair is invited to 
explain what they agreed on

●● a final activity that closes the circle, e.g. summarising the key messages from the class discussion or a 
sentence completion (e.g. ‘One thing I learnt is …’, ‘One thing that surprised me was …’, ‘One thing that 
was new …’, ‘I feel …’)

●● a follow-up group or individual activity after Circle Time (usually).

The Circle Time rules
When everyone is sitting in the circle, begin the session by stating the rules.

1 Everyone has a turn, and when one person is talking (i.e. the person who has the talking prompt), 
everyone else listens.

2 You may pass if you do not have anything to say (but the teacher may come back and ask you again when 
you have had a bit more time to think about what you want to say).

3 No put-downs are allowed during Circle Time.
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●✦ Research with long-term users of 
Bounce Back!

In 2016, school leaders in 10 primary schools 
that had been implementing the Bounce 
Back! program for between five and 12 years 
were interviewed to identify the factors that 
have contributed to their schools’ sustained 
implementation of the program. These factors fell 
into three broad categories: school factors, school 
system factors and program factors16. 

The school factors that were identified by the 
schools as being essential to their sustainability 
of the program were: leadership communicating 
that student wellbeing is a high priority for the 
whole school and leadership support for the 
implementation of the program across all year 
levels. The program factors that contributed to 
Bounce Back! being used in the long term in 
these 10 schools included: effective structure and 
sequence, teacher-friendly program materials 
and activities, and the use of quality children’s 
literature. The teachers viewed the program as 
effective in teaching resilience and f lexible and 
adaptable to different student and class needs. 
See the five stages for quality implementation 
as well as implementation tips based on these 
findings in Chapter 6 (see page 70).

Key features and benefits

●✦ Positive impacts on academic, 
social and emotional functioning

In the past educators and governments have 
focused solely on academic achievement as a 
measure of student success and their country’s 
educational standards. In 2015 for the first time 
in its history, the Program for International 
Student Assessment (PISA), the most widely 
cited international student achievement test, 
included measures of student wellbeing17. Why? 
Because strong performance on standardised 
academic assessments ‘can only explain so much 
of how well students will do later in life’. 

In addition, data from worldwide research has 
now clearly demonstrated that teaching key 
social and emotional skills not only enhances 
student wellbeing, but also improves academic 
learning18-20. A large-scale meta-analysis of SEL 
programs18 based on 213 school-based, universal 
SEL programs involving over 270 000 students 
from primary school entry to Year 12 found,  

on average, an 11-percentile-point gain in 
academic achievement as well as demonstrating 
significant improvements in students’ social and 
emotional skills, attitudes and behaviour within 
the school context.

KidsMatter
Bounce Back! was the most popular whole-
school SEL program chosen by 64 per cent of 
the 101 schools in the Australian Government’s 
mental health initiative called KidsMatter. The 
KidsMatter evaluation team identified that, 
over the two-year trial, there were significant 
and positive changes in the teachers, parents/
caregivers and students in KidsMatter schools. In 
particular, there were statistically and practically 
significant improvements in students’ measured 
mental health in terms of both reduced mental 
health difficulties and increased mental health 
strengths. The impact was especially apparent for 
students who were rated as having higher levels 
of mental health difficulties at the start of the 
trial21. The average academic results of students 
in ‘high implementing schools’ were superior 
(by up to six months on national assessments on 
literacy and numeracy) to those of students in low 
implementation schools. This was over and above 
any inf luence of socioeconomic background19.

●✦ A multi-component program
Many schools have several different programs 
to combat each new problem that emerges. 
For example, some schools have a social skills 
program, an anti-bullying program, an emotional 
literacy program, a behaviour management 
program and a character strengths program. 
Some principals may perceive that a greater 
number of programs enhances any positive effects 
for students but this may not always be the case. 
In fact, having many programs in a school may 
become overwhelming for school staff to execute 
well, leading to poor implementation22.

Given that wellbeing and resilience are complex 
constructs, a comprehensive multi-component 
program with consistent messages, values, 
language, skills and understandings across the 
whole school has the potential to be a lot more 
powerful in terms of developing a positive school 
culture and in teaching the social-emotional skills 
that lead to wellbeing. One single (but multi-
component) program can provide focused support 
for staff implementation of that program and help 
with communicating consistent messages to the 
whole school community, including families.

How to use Bounce Back!
Each level in Bounce Back! consists of a Handbook and Curriculum Units plus digital resources.

How to use Bounce Back!
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Curriculum Units

How to use Bounce Back!
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1
UNIT

Core values
KEY MESSAGES
Personal values are easy to talk about but 
sometimes difficult to act on.
A value is a belief that you have about how you 
should behave. Nobody is perfect, but you can try 
to do what you believe is the ‘right thing’, even 
though you may not always succeed as well as you 
would like. Trying to live by your personal values is 
described as ‘having integrity’. That means that you 
behave according to your values even when no-one 
is watching you.

It is important to be honest.
Being honest means telling the truth. It means not 
stealing or cheating, giving things back when they 
belong to someone else, and ‘owning up’ when you 
have done the wrong thing. It also means telling 
people information that they need to know, but being 
tactful when you do so.

It is important to be fair to other people.
Being fair means following the rules, and applying the 
same rules to everyone without prejudice. Prejudice  
is when you have a negative idea or feeling about 
people who are different from you, but the idea or  
feeling is not based on fact or reality. 

Being fair also means: 

●● returning favours and kindnesses that other people 
have done for you 

●● helping others to get a fair deal – to have justice, 
food, shelter, medical treatment and schooling

●● helping others to be included in groups and games 
and not to be bullied

●● understanding and acknowledging the concept of 
a fair deal in the broader community, such as a fair 
deal for people from different backgrounds and 
with different abilities. 

It is important to be responsible.
Being responsible means not letting people down, 
and doing what you said you would do without having 
to be told or reminded. It also means:

●● doing the jobs that are your responsibility

●● being punctual so that you don’t upset other  
people’s plans

●● making sure you have what you need to do 
your schoolwork

●● being sensible so that you don’t cause problems 
for other people

●● helping those who need it.

It is okay to be different.
Everyone is different and that’s okay. If you feel okay 
about differences in people, then you:

●● get to know people who are different from you

●● include them in games and conversation

●● don’t tease or exclude them

●● understand that it is a good thing for people to be 
different in lots of ways

●● learn to accept and put up with those differences 
in people that you may not like.

 Learning objectives
In this unit, students will further extend and apply 
their understanding of:

●● the importance of having values and trying to 
put them into practice in their own life

●● the values of honesty, being fair, responsibility 
and accepting difference.

These are written for the teacher in 
student-directed language to outline 
the main points of the unit. They 
can be photocopied or displayed.

Key messages introduce the key 
vocabulary of the unit.

There are 10 Curriculum Units in 
each level.

The expected learning objectives 
are stated.

Unit 10  Success (WINNERS) 293

Resources list
A complete list of resources including references for core and additional books, films, video 
clips, poems, songs and websites is available.

Train your brain for success and think 
like WINNERS do

Resources

●✦ Book
Your Fantastic Elastic Brain
This nonfiction book introduces neuroscience and the idea that the brain has the capacity to 
stretch and grow. Just as lifting weights helps muscles get stronger, trying new things without 
giving up (and even making mistakes) can strengthen and improve the brain. 

●✦ Song
‘Everything’s Controlled by the Brain’

Circle Time or classroom discussion
Share a personal reflection on a challenging goal you achieved. Read the book and play the 
song. Then ask students to discuss with a partner one thing that they have learned to do that was 
really challenging or hard for them to do (e.g. saving for something, producing a multimedia 
class presentation, presenting at a school assembly, learning a new sport). Ask a few students to 
share their challenge. 

Discussion questions
●■ Why is our brain the most important part of our body? (It controls the body’s movement and 

reactions, enables learning and retaining information.)

●■ How can you strengthen your brain? (It’s a bit like lifting weights to help muscles get stronger – 
learning new things strengthens and increases your brain’s capacity.)

●■ How can you give your brain a good ‘workout’? (By challenging yourself and trying to learn many 
different things.)

●■ What is one good way to help your brain to learn and grow? (Practising skills, learning from 
your mistakes.)

●■ What if you don’t take any risks or try to learn new things? (You won’t stretch your brain and help 
it to work better.)

●■ What happens in your brain when you are learning challenging things? (Your brain makes more 
neural connections and this makes it work better.)

Then introduce the WINNERS acronym using the WINNERS e-tool (see also the WINNERS 
acronym over the page). Discuss what each statement means and relate each idea to what has 
already been discussed. Explain that they will learn more about each WINNERS statement. 
Unpack new vocabulary such as strengths and limitations, challenges, persistence, grit, 
obstacles, ethics, risk-taking, growth mindset, etc.

eBook

Each topic begins with suggested 
resources to start exploring the 
ideas that will be taught. 

Each topic has Circle Time 
discussions using the resources 
or activities as a starting point to 
engage with important life issues in 
a safe and comfortable way.

Each unit is structured according 
to topics, which can be one or 
more lessons. Some units also have 
subtopics.

The eBook includes a reference list 
of all the core resources (books, 
films, video clips, poems, songs, 
websites) referred to in the unit, as 
well as additional suggestions.
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Curriculum Units

Many units feature role-play and 
drama opportunities.

Each unit has high quality 
educational games for cooperative 
learning.

Each unit contains activities to 
create linkages between school and 
home.

Each unit includes ideas for 
successful implementation and 
sustainability of Bounce Back! 
across the whole school.

Each unit concludes by 
consolidating concepts, skills 
and key vocabulary.

How to use Bounce Back!

These prompt teachers to reflect on 
the relevance of the key messages 
to their own wellbeing or their 
teaching practices in enhancing 
their students’ wellbeing.

Each topic has a range of  
cross-curricular activities using 
evidence-informed teaching 
strategies. The activities incorporate 
thinking tools and cooperative 
learning, and there are many 
opportunities for peer support.

Unit 1  Core values 113

 Teacher reflection
How fair is your school’s behaviour management policy  
and procedures from everyone’s perspective (the child 
whose behaviour has caused concern, any child or children 
targeted, teacher and parent perspectives)? The criteria 
for school rules (see below) could be used to review them.

Activities
 ▶ Read to the class the picture book The Pain and the Great One in relation to ‘fairness’. In pairs, 
students create a Venn diagram listing what they both think is unfair, and what each thinks is 
unfair and is different to their partner’s view. 

 ▶ Students use Reader’s theatre (see page 97) or role-play about The Pain and the Great One for 
younger children.

 ▶ Use the Think–ink–pair–share strategy (see page 100) to discuss and list individuals or groups 
in our community who don’t always get a fair deal. Brainstorm how the class could make a 
difference to the lives of some of these people, even in a small way.

Is it fair?
Use The Ten Thinking Tracks e-tool (also see page 99). Then use BLM The Ten Thinking 
Tracks and allocate students into groups of four or five to discuss the fairness of one of 
these issues:

●● Parents should be allowed to have a microchip surgically implanted in their child’s arm (not 
to be removed until the child is 16 years of age) so that the child can be tracked to make sure 
they are safe.

●● The age for obtaining your driver licence should be lowered to 16 in all states.

●● Children should be allowed to have a Facebook account at the age of 10. 

●● Parents should not restrict their children’s use of digital devices.

●● Children should not have access to a mobile phone until they are 14, as advocated by  
Bill Gates, co-founder of Microsoft. 

The Multiview strategy (see page 95) could also be used for some of these issues. They also 
make good debate topics. 

The vaccination debate
Watch Behind the News: Vaccination Debate. Afterwards, use the Ten thinking tracks strategy  
(page 99), Socratic circles (see page 97), Under the microscope strategy (page 100) or  
Multiview strategy (page 95) to discuss or debate the following questions: ‘Should parents  
be penalised for not vaccinating their children? How is not vaccinating your child fair/unfair  
to other children? How is it fair/unfair to a whole community?’

Are our school rules fair?
Discuss with students why we have school rules (to ensure that everyone understands how they 
are expected to behave so that all students can feel safe, respected and treated fairly).

In groups, students work to develop a set of criteria, or checklist, for judging whether school 
rules and the consequences for breaking the rules are ‘fair’ and ‘unfair’. 

For example, rules that are ‘fair’ involve:

●● consistency in applying the rules (i.e. the same rules apply to everyone) 

●● being unbiased (i.e. a controlled response that is not based on emotion or personal opinion)

●● consequences in proportion to what happened (e.g. a reprimand for minor misbehaviour, 
missing out on recess for intentionally hurting someone) 

eBook
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Embed it

Character analysis
Students use the character strengths framework to become more skilled at analysing the 
 character strengths of fictional and non-fictional people in books and the media.

Take-home task
Students with internet access at home could visit the VIA website and complete the VIA Youth 
Survey (for ages 10–17), which takes about 15–30 minutes to do. Some students may need help 
in completing the scale. Make sure they print or write out their three to five top strengths. Add a 
word of caution – how you rate your strengths now may be very different to how you rate these 
same strengths in a few years’ time.

Being ‘in the zone’

Resources 

●✦ Book
Zen Tails: Up and Down 
A very bored monkey with nothing to do meets Shri, a wise tortoise who teaches the monkey 
that he can get on top of boredom no matter where he is.

●✦ Film
Paper Planes 
The main character – Dylan – appears to ‘be in the zone’ when he folds his planes or competes 
in paper plane competitions.

Circle Time or classroom discussion
Introduce this topic by finding an image to display that shows someone totally engaged in 
their work (e.g. scientists, naturalists, sports people, musicians, dancers, teachers, carpenters, 
 engineers). 

Many people – especially sports people – refer to being ‘in the zone’. Ask students if they know 
what that means. (It means when you are immersed in doing something that you really like to 
do. You are challenged by what you are doing and you are using your strengths and your skills to 
meet that challenge.) Being in the zone is also called ‘experiencing flow’ and it occurs:

●● when the task is challenging and requires some skill

●● there are clear goals and you know what has to be done 

●● you can tell how well you are going

●● you feel in control of the task

●● hours go by like minutes, because you are so deeply involved

●● you are concentrating so much you forget about other things.
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and texts that represent their culture, history and background. Each house can be similar in 
structural design, but will vary in appearance and content from one student to the next. The 
 exterior of the house should reflect the culture and area where the students are currently living 
and attending school; the interior should reflect their culture in terms of history, customs, family 
celebrations and background of their family.

Students use the Cooperative peer review strategy (see page 92) to give feedback on others’ 
house boxes.

(The Housebox project was conceived by Melbourne artist Mira Vuc-Nikic, Gallery Sunshine, 
Melbourne.)

Harmony Day
The message of Harmony Day is ‘Everyone Belongs’. It is held on 21 March each year and is a 
celebration of cultural diversity and acceptance of difference. Some ideas include students:

●● dressing up in their national costume or wearing orange (the colour of Harmony Day)

●● bringing different kinds of multicultural food to share with their buddy partners

●● performing dances and music/songs from different cultures

●● documenting the day through podcasts, video recordings etc.

The class can be organised into Student Action Teams (see page 98) to plan different events for 
the day. Families can also be invited.

Consolidation

Activities
 ▶ Students make a podcast or video of themselves reading a book for younger children about 
one of the core values.

 ▶ Students make a Snakes-and-ladders game for younger students using the values of honesty, 
fairness, responsibility, rights, and acceptance of difference.

 ▶ Using newspapers or magazines, students work in groups, to find and report on stories 
reflecting one or more of the core values.

Key vocabulary
Use the TEAM coaching strategy (see page 99) to assist students to learn vocabulary and 
 spelling related to core values to a reasonable level of mastery. This is also a good opportunity to 
explore parts of speech, root words and affixes. Examples include:

accept/acceptance

cheating

culture/cultural/mulitcultural

different/difference

discriminate/discrimination

diversity/biodiversity

fair/fairness/unfair

harmony/harmonious/disharmony

help/helpful/helpless

honest/honesty

integrity

just/justice/injustice

prejudice

punctual/unpunctual

rely/reliable/unreliable

responsible/responsibility

tact/tactful/tactless

tolerate

trust/trustworthy

true/truthful

values/valuable
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helpful/helpless/unhelpful

negative/negatively

normal/normalise

optimistic/optimism

person/personalise

perspective

pessimistic/pessimism

positive/positively

problem/problematic

perfect/perfection

real/reality

reject/rejection

resilient/resilience

responsible/responsibility

setback

strong/strength

temporary

weak/weakness

Drama

Bouncing back and not bouncing back
Groups of three or four students (including one ‘coach’) are given (or draw from a container)  
a scenario to plan and act out in two different versions. In the first version, the character doesn’t 
bounce back. In the second version, they do bounce back by using the strategies associated with 
one or more of the ten BOUNCE BACK! statements. Debrief after each, using the acronym.

●● You have a terrible argument with your family and they are furious with you and send you to 
your room. They tell you that you can’t go to the party on Saturday because of your behaviour.

●● Your best friend tells you that he/she is moving interstate next month and you feel both sad 
and angry about it.

●● Your parents tell you that they are going to separate and move into separate houses. You feel 
very upset and apprehensive.

●● You have been in a minor accident and it has left you feeling anxious and shaken.

●● Your teacher returns your projects and you get a lower mark than you expected. You feel  
really upset. 

●● You lose your favourite jacket at a sporting match/shopping centre etc.

Games
Play one of these games with the whole class or in groups:

 ▶ Before or After? e-game (see page 90).

 ▶ Cross-offs e-game (see page 92) – the secret message is ‘You can bounce back if you try.’

Bounce Back! golf ball quiz 
Materials needed:

●● 20 plastic ‘practice’ golf balls or ping-pong balls

●● 4 ice-cream containers – 2 of one colour (e.g. team red) and 2 of another colour  
(e.g. team blue)

●● 2 different-coloured sets of ten balls (one set for each team) with the letters from BOUNCE 
BACK! written on them (one letter per ball). Use B1 for the first ‘B’, C1 for the first ‘C’ and 
B2 for the second B, C2 for the second C.

The aim is to be the first team to recall all ten BOUNCE BACK! statements correctly. 

Steps:

1 Organise two teams of ten students.

2 Place each team’s ‘set’ of balls in a separate ice-cream container. 



x

Digital resources include tools for measuring resilience and wellbeing, Curriculum 
correlation and Scope and sequence charts to assist with planning, an extra  
Science/Maths Curriculum Unit, tips on finding resources, an index of resources, 
resource lists for each unit, BLMs, teaching tools, interactive games and activities, and 
information on Bounce Back! for families.

Digital resources
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Australian Curriculum Level 4: General Capabilities 

Personal and Social Capability 
Recognise emotions explain how the appropriateness of emotional responses influences behaviour

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Recognise personal qualities and achievements describe the influence that personal qualities and strengths have 
on their learning outcomes

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Understand themselves as learners identify preferred learning styles and work habits
✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Develop reflective practice monitor their progress, seeking and responding to feedback from teachers to assist 
them in consolidating strengths, addressing weaknesses and fulfilling their potential ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Express emotions appropriately  explain the influence of emotions on behaviour, learning and relationships
✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Develop self-discipline and set goals analyse factors that influence ability to self-regulate; devise and apply 
strategies to monitor own behaviour and set realistic learning goals ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Work independently and show initiative  assess the value of working independently, and taking initiative to do so 
where appropriate

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Become confident, resilient and adaptable devise strategies and formulate plans to assist in the completion of 
challenging tasks and the maintenance of personal safety ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Appreciate diverse perspectives  explain how means of communication differ within and between communities 
and identify the role these play in helping or hindering understanding of others

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Contribute to civil society  identify a community need or problem and consider ways to take action to address it
✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Understand relationships identify the differences between positive and negative relationships and ways of 
managing these ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Communicate effectively  identify and explain factors that influence effective communication in a variety of 
situations

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Work collaboratively  contribute to groups and teams, suggesting improvements in methods used for group 
investigations and projects

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Make decisions  identify factors that influence decision making and consider the usefulness of these in making 
their own decisions ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Develop leadership skills initiate or help to organise group activities that address a common need
✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Negotiate and resolve conflict  identify causes and effects of conflict, and practise different strategies to diffuse or 
resolve conflict situations

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Other Capabilities

Social 
management 

Information and Communication Technology Capability
Critical and Creative Thinking
Ethical Understanding

Numeracy

Intercultural Understanding

Personal and Social Capability 
Self-awareness

Self-management

Social awareness
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When I Feel Stressed

Draw a line to the part of the body to show how you feel when  
you worry and get stressed.

�� My mouth is dry and I have difficulties swallowing.
�� I feel hot and cold all over.
�� I can’t think straight.
�� I have difficulties sleeping.
�� I can’t concentrate.
�� I feel shaky and shiver.
�� I breathe quickly and my heart races.
�� I feel tight around the neck, shoulders and back.
�� I get butterflies in my stomach.
�� I sweat, feel dizzy and get headaches.
�� I feel sick, vomit or have diarrhoea.
�� I giggle in a silly way.

I feel better and manage my worries or stress when I …

Circle or highlight what helps you feel better.

�� Go for a walk.
�� Talk about what’s worrying me with someone I trust.
�� Listen to music.
�� Play my favourite sport or activity that  
taps into one of my strengths. 
�� Take a bath.
�� Watch a film or TV show.
�� Focus my attention on a puzzle. 
�� Read a book.
�� Play with my pet.
�� Do yoga or meditation.
�� Practise mindfulness exercises.
�� Use self calming talk, e.g before a test:  
‘I did okay in the last test, I know how to do this.’
�� Other ideas? __________________________________

Now I am in control of my feelings.
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Practising Helpful Thinking,  
Challenging Unhelpful Thinking

Name: 

Use the following scenarios to write an unhelpful thinking response.  
Then think again and write a helpful thinking response.

Sarah gets to 
school and finds 
out there is a 
maths test she 
forgot about

Sam misses a kick 
for goal during an 
important football 
match

Rory gets a nasty 
text message 
from one of his 
classmates

Jack borrowed his 
friend’s basketball 
and split it

Alicia only gets 
four out of ten 
words right on  
a spelling test

Chloe trips over 
and falls in front of 
a group of kids and 
they laugh at her

Rani really wanted 
to get into the 
school play but 
someone else got 
the part

Zac misses out 
getting into the 
A-grade soccer 
team

Oliver has been 
looking after the 
neighbour’s fish 
while they are 
away and one of 
the fish dies

Matthew’s 
classmates laugh at 
him when he joins 
the dance class at 
lunchtime

Ella leaves her 
mobile phone in 
the rental car when 
she is on holiday 
with her parents

Jordan has 
organised to go to 
the movies with 
his friends but 
his parents have 
grounded him
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Years 5–6 
Measuring aspects of wellbeing and resilience

Protective Environmental Processes Scale (PEPS)
PEPS is a tool that measures aspects of resilience in the classroom, specifically a self-report on the 
environmental protective processes and resources in students’ lives.

How PEPS can be used
This scale can help teachers to identify students who have a comparatively low number of protective 
external processes and resources for developing resilience. If a student is identified as having fewer 
external resources than most, then the school can consider:

●● setting up a relationship for that student with one caring adult, not necessarily a teacher 

●● helping the student feel more connected to school in a number of ways.

The scale can also identify students who do not feel connected to a teacher and will need to be addressed 
through actions by the teacher(s). 

After re-administering the questionnaire, assess whether specific students have more or fewer external 
protective processes and resources than on the first administration.

The result chart that follows the questionnaire enables the student’s total score to be broken down into 
each of seven protective environmental processes/resources that foster resilience.

All of these measures rely on self-reporting, and self-report measures have some limitations. If the student 
who completes a self-report does not understand the question or gives what they think is the ‘correct’ 
answer, or simply does not know very much about themselves and how they think and act, then the results 
will be less reliable. A student’s report of their skills, attitudes or behaviour does not necessarily reflect 
their actual behaviour. However, low scores on the instruments can alert teachers to areas that require 
further investigation and possible intervention.

Scoring PEPS
Score one point for each ‘Yes’ statement. The highest possible score is 16. The higher the score, the more 
protective environmental processes and resources are available to the student. In general, a score of 
below 8 is of concern.

1

Elasticity
KEY MESSAGES
Energy makes things work.
Energy is the ability of things to do work. The energy 
of movement is called kinetic energy. Potential energy 
is energy that is stored within something, such as a 
machine, a toy or a ball. It is usually stored either in 
the material that the object is made of, or in a part 
of the object. It can also be stored in an object that 
is raised from the ground. A jack- or jill-in-the-box 
is a toy that has potential energy in its compressed 
spring. A ball has potential energy when it is above 
the ground before being dropped. There is also 
potential energy stored in the material the ball is 
made of, and this causes the ball to bounce when it 
hits the ground.

Elastic energy is a form of stored energy.
Elasticity can be defined as the capacity of an object 
or material to return to its original shape after being 
compressed or squashed, or stretched or forced out 
of shape. Flexible (elastic) materials can bend and 
stretch (up to a point) without breaking and tearing. 
The words ‘elasticity’ or ‘resilience’ are used to 
describe the strength of such forces. Some balls are 
highly elastic and bounce back close to their original 
shape. Other balls with less elasticity take longer to 
return to their shape. This is also true of springs and 
elastic bands, rubber, metals that can expand and 
then contract, balloons and spider webs. 

Wrinkle-resistant fabrics (e.g. microfibre or lycra) have 
elastic properties, whereas fabrics that stay wrinkled 
(e.g. linen) do not. Some animals use elasticity as 
a source of energy, e.g. the kangaroo, the springbok, 
the grasshopper and the frog.

Elastic is different from plastic.
Some materials are plastic rather than elastic. Plastic 
materials are capable of having their shape changed, 
but they do not return to their original shape and 
condition. They stay changed. However, some things 
that are made from a plastic material also have some 
elasticity, such as plastic bags or plastic wrap.

The process of bouncing transforms stored energy 
into kinetic energy.
The degree of stored elasticity in a ball is referred to 
as its bounciness. When you drop a ball, gravity pulls 
it towards the floor. The closer the ball gets to the 
ground, the less potential energy it has and the more 
kinetic energy it has. When the ball hits the floor and 
stops momentarily, that energy has to go somewhere. 
It goes into squashing the ball into a new shape. 
Much of the energy of the ball’s downward motion 
then becomes upward motion as the ball returns to 
its original shape and bounces into the air.

People can bounce back like a ball does.
When something in your life knocks you down, you 
can be resilient and bounce back and be yourself 
again, just like balls and springs do. Elasticity is a 
physical characteristic and resilience is the equivalent 
emotional characteristic.
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How to use Bounce Back!


